Zenoaq and Nexvet Enter Research and Development Collaboration

FUKUSHIMA, Japan - July 7, 2015 -- Zenoaq (Nippon Zenyaku Kogyo Co., Ltd.), a leading Japanese animal health company, today announced the signing of a research and development agreement with Nexvet Biopharma (Nasdaq: NVET), a veterinary biologics developer based in Dublin, Ireland, to develop a number of therapeutic biologics for companion animals. The biologics will target undisclosed proteins involved in the areas of immuno-oncology and allergy/inflammation.

Key aspects of the collaboration include:

1. Nexvet will apply its PETization technology to Zenoaq monoclonal antibodies ("mAbs") already identified as having therapeutic potential in companion animals
2. Development costs will be shared equally
3. Zenoaq will retain European and Asian marketing rights to developed products, with Nexvet retaining rights to the rest of the world, including the United States.

“Nexvet’s proprietary PETization technology is a unique, robust approach to overcoming the interspecies conversion challenges presented by biologic drug design. They are the logical partner for rapid, risk-reduced development in this emerging area of veterinary pharmaceuticals,” said Mr. Keiichi Takano, President of Zenoaq.

“Establishing this collaboration in the field of therapeutic biologics is part of our strategy to deliver a pipeline of innovative recombinant protein drugs for companion animals. As a demonstration of our commitment to this strategy, in 2014 Zenoaq completed a new commercial-scale recombinant protein manufacturing facility in Fukushima,” concluded Mr. Takano.

“Zenoaq has identified exciting new biologic candidates for the treatment of several conditions with significant unmet medical need. This opportunity allows us to rapidly create therapeutics that will be developed for veterinary indications, by applying our platform technology to mAbs whose targets have been validated by compelling data in humans”, said Dr. Mark Heffernan, Chief Executive Officer of Nexvet.

The research excellence of both Nexvet and Zenoaq was recognized in the 2014 Animal Pharm awards which awarded Zenoaq Best Company in Asia/Australasia, and Nexvet with Best Start-Up and Best Innovation (for its PETization technology).

About immuno-oncology and allergy/inflammation

The field of immuno-oncology, which relies on harnessing the immune system to fight tumors, has seen significant human clinical advances in recent years. This approach may provide therapiess which have efficacy in a variety of tumor types, without the harsh side-effects associated with common chemotherapies. Epidemiological studies have indicated that cancer is the leading cause of death in dogs over 10 years of age, with 50 percent of older dogs developing cancer and approximately one in four dogs eventually dying from cancer.
Improved and increased veterinary care provided to companion animals during their lifetime has led to veterinarians seeing a higher incidence of conditions associated with aging (such as osteoarthritis and cardiovascular disease), or cohabitation with humans. Cohabitation can be a contributing factor to some chronic allergic diseases and inflammatory conditions, such as inflammatory bowel disease or atopic dermatitis. Many of these conditions require long-term treatment.

About Nexvet ([www.nexvet.com](http://www.nexvet.com))

Nexvet is a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on transforming the therapeutic market for companion animals, such as dogs and cats, by developing and commercializing novel, species-specific biologics. Nexvet’s proprietary PETization™ platform is designed to rapidly create monoclonal antibodies (“mAbs”) that are recognized as “self” or “native” by an animal’s immune system, a property Nexvet refers to as “100% species-specificity.” Nexvet’s product candidates also build upon the safety and efficacy data from clinically tested human therapies, thereby reducing clinical risk and development cost. Nexvet’s core platform and drug discovery activities are conducted at its veterinary biologics research centre in Melbourne, Australia.


Established in 1946, Zenoaq is a leading animal health company in Japan. With a workforce of nearly 700 employees and the generation of ¥24.2 billion in sales (approximately US$195 million) in the 2014 fiscal year, Zenoaq has a solid business model focused on R&D, manufacturing and importation of animal health products, contributing to a broad product portfolio for production and companion animals. In addition, Zenoaq, headquartered in Fukushima, has the widest distribution network for veterinary products in Japan, supported by a strong direct sales force. In June 2014, Zenoaq launched Allermune HDM, a first-of-its-kind desensitization therapy for house dust mite-induced canine atopic dermatitis, reflecting the company’s increased focus on an innovative pipeline for the companion animal market. Zenoaq’s partners include Merial, Mars, Intervet, DSM Nutrition as well as IDEXX Laboratories.
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